Special Specification 6383
Camera Pole Structure

1. DESCRIPTION

Remove camera pole structure as shown on the plans and as directed.

2. MATERIALS

Use approved material for backfilling.

3. CONSTRUCTION

3.1. Remove Camera Pole Structure. Dismantle and remove the existing camera pole structure. The camera pole structure will become the property of the Department. Deliver the camera pole structure to a location designated by the Department.

3.2. Remove Camera Pole Structure Foundation. Cut existing camera pole structure foundation to a depth of 3 ft. below grade or as directed. Backfill, compact, and restore areas where foundations have been removed. Remove and dispose of foundation and other wastes.

4. MEASUREMENT

This Item will be measured by each camera pole structure removed.

5. PAYMENT

The work performed and materials furnished in accordance with this Item and measured as provided under “Measurement” will be paid for at the unit price bid for “Remove Camera Pole Structure.” This price is full compensation for dismantling, removing, and delivering camera pole structure; cutting the foundation; backfilling and restoring areas; removal and disposal of foundation; and equipment, labor, tools, and incidentals.